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Introduction

In an increasingly global economy, compa-

nies must consolidate their operational and

decision logic within their data warehouse

along with their data to provide not only a

consistent view of their data, but a consis-

tent view of their business logic. Current

trends and technology are widening the

number of touch points that customers

and suppliers use to access a company,

such as call centers, mobile devices, and

web access. To keep pace with these trends,

consistent decision policies must be

implemented within the data warehouse.

To address these issues and more, Teradata

Database 12.0 has been enhanced to allow

SQL access within External Stored Proce-

dures to use Java as an External Stored

Procedure language and to return Result

Sets from Stored Procedures.

By providing SQL access, a complete

customization of logic interspersed with

data can be utilized as customers add their

own extensions to Teradata Database.

Entire applications can become External

Stored Procedures that underlie the

various customer access mechanisms.

Existing C/C++ or Java libraries may be

used in conjunction with sophisticated

queries and updates. The results of this

customized logic and SQL can be then

returned to the client application as

multiple rows of data via Result Sets.

Why Use External Stored

Procedures?

Application developers can now write

extensions to the Teradata Database in the

form of External Stored Procedures to not

only provide specialized logic, but to

access both data (DML) and database

structures (DDL). Additionally, the

potential to access external data via the

web or the file system extends External

Stored Procedures’ usefulness significantly.

These benefits are categorized as follows:

Customization

A business can now customize the Teradata

Database to fit its exact business logic

needs by combining the complete power

of C/C++ or Java External Stored Proce-

dures with full SQL statements.

Industry-specific business logic can be

encapsulated into these Stored Procedures

providing: a single point of access for each

and every client, a consistent application

of business logic, and a single point of

coding maintenance.
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Extensibility

If SQL Stored Procedure logic cannot supply a specific function 

or is cumbersome to implement, users can now choose between

the rich language of Java or the widely accepted C/C++. Users 

can also access external data or even external databases to make

the decision logic complete. Both the logic and data access can

now be written in a single language making development simpler.

Standardization

Applications on the desktop or web can now access the exact same

logic by having the logic stored within the database. This provides

a single point of management for business logic. Highly complex

logic can be kept in one place.

Security

Proprietary business logic can be kept within the database. Also

External Stored Procedures’ SQL access can now execute within the

user session the same as SQL Stored Procedures, making the access

possible without additional user id and password requirements.

Stored procedures can provide specific and granular access to the

system. For example, ten stored procedures may all update table 

X in some way. If a user needs to be able to update a particular

column in a table, but never update any other columns, then that

user is granted permission to execute the one procedure out of the

ten that performs the required update.

Accessibility

Since External Stored Procedures execute within the Teradata

Database environment, they can automatically become globally

accessible to all users of the Teradata Database. This can mitigate

the cost of distributing specialized software throughout the

enterprise.

Efficiency

External Stored Procedures execute within the Teradata Database

and access to the database using an optimal mechanism unavail-

able to client applications.

How Do the Result Sets Benefit Application

Development?

Result Sets permit Stored Procedures to return multiple result sets

containing multiple rows of data to the client application calling

the Stored Procedure. This elevates Stored Procedures to be more

powerful than any select statement.

What is an External Stored Procedure?

A Teradata Database External Stored Procedure is a custom

procedure written in the C/C++ or Java Language that may

operate on data stored in relational tables, database structures, or

even on external data. This paper uses the following abbreviations:

XSP refers to both C/C++ and Java External Stored Procedures,

while CXSP refers specifically to C/C++ External Stored Proce-

dures, and JXSP refers to Java External Stored Procedures.

Input to the XSP is accomplished via its argument list. The

arguments can consist of literals and values supplied by a client.

XSPs can access SQL data, perform inserts and updates, and

submit DDL statements. They can return results either from OUT

parameters in the argument list or as result sets.

Why and When to Use SQL, Java, or C/C++

As each type of stored procedure has been extended, the capabili-

ties have blended. In general, the following guidelines can be used

in deciding how to apply the three forms of external stored

procedures:

SQL Stored Procedures

Stored Procedure Language (SQL) provides a simple mechanism

that permits SQL statements and flow control. They support basic

error handling facilities, simple logic, and no complex data

manipulation. Generally the SQL is static. SPL has been extended

to return result sets.

Using SQL and Result Sets in Stored
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C/C++

CXSPs provide the highest performance and the highest complex-

ity. The C/C++ Stored Procedures allow the most complete native

data manipulation. CLI access is also complex. This form would be

used for something like an every row trigger. The SQL can be

dynamic, and result sets can be returned.

Java

JXSPs provide a rich language that is easy to prototype. Perfor-

mance is modestly less than CXSPs, but when compared to actual

SQL statements, this performance difference has little overall

impact. The SQL can be dynamic. Currently, Result Sets are not

supported.

How Do You Access SQL in an External Stored

Procedure?

External Stored Procedures can execute SQL requests using the

library or driver appropriate for the language. The C/C++ language

uses a CLI library. Java uses the Teradata JDBC driver. These

components are designed to have the advantage of using the 

same credentials as the user executing the XSP.

The SQL requests that are issued by the driver are the same messages

that are sent by a client. These messages are routed through an

internal DBS gateway to the DBS. They use the same session

information so additional logon processing does not occur. The

expanded data access clause on the CREATE PROCEDURE

statement signals the SQL access mode and sets up the internal

gateway.

Example: Data Access Clause

CREATE PROCEDURE myjxsp1

(  INOUT R INTEGER )

LANGUAGE JAVA READS SQL

PARAMETER STYLE JAVA

EXTERNAL NAME ‘Jar1:jxsp1.myproc’;

The data access clause permits or denies the use of SQL via the

server JDBC or CLI via a default session connection mechanism.

There are four choices: NO SQL, MODIFIES SQL DATA, READS

SQL DATA, and CONTAINS SQL. A NO SQL clause does not set

up the session default connection, and the XSP is limited to data

passed via parameters. Any attempt to access the driver default

connection results in an exception. The XSP with MODIFIES SQL

DATA can insert or select data from tables using the same session

under which the JXSP call is executing and requires no logon and

password. The READS SQL DATA clause signifies that SELECT

statements may be done, but no data may be inserted or updated.

A stored procedure may call another stored procedure, and the

data access clause restrictions of the parent stored procedure apply

to the child stored procedure. Finally, the CONTAINS SQL clause

indicates that the external stored procedure can execute SQL

control statements.

Proper source code management using a tool, such as Clearcase,

SCCS, CSSC should be used when developing source code and

should be considered as part planning the deployment of stored

procedures. The version string provided by these tools to identify

the build version can be stored in the Java JAR manifest file or 

be used to support a “Version” stored procedure to identify the

currently installed version.

Using the C/C++ Language

C/C++ External Stored Procedures are generally implemented by

submitting the source language files as part of the CREATER

PROCEDURE statement. The compile and distribution of the

CXSP is handled by the database. In a typical scenario, a CXSP

developer writes a C procedure, then installs and executes it via

standard SQL. Coding a CXSP is identical to coding any other

C/C++ application program that uses SQL. The only deviation is

that while an application must provide logon credentials, a CXSP

can assume the current session credentials.

Using SQL and Result Sets in Stored
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Create Procedure Statement

The CREATE PROCEDURE statement requires the database to have

CREATE EXTERNAL PROCEDURE permission. The statement

specifies the language, data access clause, and external name clause.

Example: Create CPP Procedure

REPLACE PROCEDURE FirstCall(INOUT Text
VARCHAR(16000) )

LANGUAGE CPP 

READS SQL DATA

PARAMETER STYLE SQL 

EXTERNAL NAME ‘SP!CLI’

‘!CI!Platform!example1\Platform_linux.h’

‘!CI!SQLException!example1\SQLException.h’

‘!CI!ResultSet!example1\ResultSet.h’

‘!CI!Statement!example1\Statement.h’

‘!CI!SQLConnection!example1\SQLConnection.h’

‘!CI!Connection!example1\Connection.h’

‘!CS!First!example1\First.cpp’;

The FIRSTCALL procedure in this example uses a language clause

of CPP and data access clause of READS SQL DATA indicating to

the system that data will only be read, but not modified. The

external name clause includes the SP!CLI indicator, which signals

the DBS to link this stored procedure with the CLI library. The

CLI library package must be installed on all nodes of the database.

SQL Access

Linking against the CLI library provides access to the DBCHCL

routine that provides logon/logoff, submits SQL, and fetches 

SQL data. To use the same logon credentials the CLI, DBCAREA

data structure must be initialized to use the default connection

mechanism. This is done by setting the create_default_connection

field to ‘Y’.

Using the Java Language

Java External Stored Procedures use source that is compiled

externally to the DBS and kept in Java Archive (JAR) files. These

JAR files are installed into the database using stored procedures in

the SQLJ database. The installation distributes the JAR files to all

nodes of the database. Once a JAR file is installed, a JXSP can be

defined to use the Java class and methods within the JAR file.

JXSPs are executed via a protected mode server separate from the

database process. Parameters passed from the DBS are converted

to their Java form, and return parameters are converted back to

DBS form. JXSPs can also access SQL with the same session

credentials using the JDBC driver.

JAR Handling

There are five JAR handling statements. These XSPs reside in the

SQLJ database and are used to manage Java JAR files following

SQL standards. Execution rights to the SQLJ database and for

Create External Procedure access in the current database are

required to manage Java JAR files.

The INSTALL_JAR XSP has three parameters. The first parameter

describes the location of the JAR file to be installed. This file can

be located in one of two places: on the client’s file system or on 

the server’s file system. The first token of the parameter is either SJ

(Server) or CJ (Client) denoting that file location. The next token

provides the JAR name and includes a path. The JAR path can be

absolute or relative. The second parameter is the name of the JAR

object within the database and must match the Create Procedure

statement for the JXSP. The third and final parameter will be used

in the future to indicate that a deployment command file should

be executed after the JAR is installed. For example, this could be

used to create the associated procedures within the JAR.

The REPLACE_JAR is used to install a replacement JAR. This

process checks that all existing JXSP methods exist in the replace-

ment JAR. The behavior of the method may change, and new

methods can be added, but existing methods and their exact

parameters can not be changed unless the changed JXSP is first

dropped. Unlike a REPLACE PROCEDURE statement, the JAR

must exist before it can be replaced as dictated by the Java standard.

The REMOVE_JAR XSP must have all JXSPs defined against the

JAR dropped before the JAR can be removed. The first parameter

Using SQL and Result Sets in Stored
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identifies the JAR to be dropped. The second parameter will be

used in the future to indicate that a deployment command file

should be executed to assist with removing the JAR.

The ALTER_PATH XSP is used to permit an association to be

established between two or more JARs. This association lets a JXSP

use methods defined in another JAR, such as a commercial library

package. ALTER_PATH updates the DBC.JAR_JAR_USAGE table

to show which JARs use other JARs. This information is used by

the DBS Java Loader to lookup classes being loaded. It does not

influence the System.getProperty ("java.class.path"). In the case

where one JAR references another, and the other JAR also refer-

ences the first JAR, a circular path exists. To drop a JAR in this

situation requires that the classpath first be altered to remove the

circular references. The command to delete all references is:

call sqlj.alter_java_path(‘spsql’,’’);

The purpose of the REDISTRIBUTE_JAR XSP is to redistribute an

installed JAR file on all nodes of a database system. This procedure

is used during copy, migrate, or system restore operations. The

procedure signature is:

SQLJ.REDISTRIBUTE_JAR (

JAR IN VARCHAR(64) )

The user must have the EXECUTE privilege on the procedure

before it can be executed, as well as the CREATE EXTERNAL

PROCEDURE privilege on the current database. The current user

must be the owner of the JAR file. The JAR file to be redistributed

is specified by the JAR parameter. The format of this parameter 

is identical to the SQLJ.INSTALL_JAR external stored procedure

parameter. The JAR to be redistributed is retrieved from its

internal table location, written out to the primary database node

with an updated version number, and redistributed to all nodes 

of the system.

A JXSP is created by compiling a Java class and method and

placing the resulting class in a JAR file. The JAR is registered and

installed into the user’s database using the SQLJ.INSTALL_JAR

XSP. The JXSP is then defined using a CREATE PROCEDURE

statement.

In the following example, the file should be named jxsp1.java:

Example: file jxsp1.java

public class jxsp1 {

public static void myproc(int[] param) {

param[0] += 1;

}

}

Assuming an installed Sun Java Development Kit (JDK), the

following commands are used to compile the class and place it in a

JAR file.

Example: java compile commands

javac jxsp1.java

jar -cf jar1. jar jxsp1.class

The database must have the following access rights:

> CREATE EXTERNAL PROCEDURE

> EXECUTE PROCEDURE ON SQLJ

SQLJ.INSTALL_JAR is used to install the JAR. Once the JAR is

installed, a CREATE PROCEDURE is issued to register the Java

procedure. At this point, the Java Stored Procedure is ready for use.

Example: register jar and JXSP

CALL SQLJ.INSTALL_JAR(‘CJ!C:\temp\jar1.jar’, ‘jar1’, 0);

CREATE PROCEDURE myjxsp1

(  INOUT R INTEGER )

LANGUAGE JAVA NO SQL

PARAMETER STYLE JAVA

EXTERNAL NAME ‘Jar1:jxsp1.myproc’;

Using SQL and Result Sets in Stored
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The JXSP Create Procedure statement specifies the language and

parameter style to be JAVA and the data access clause. The external

name clause for a Java stored procedure defines the JAR, class, and

method name that the JXSP will use when called. Method names

must be unique within the database where they are defined. During

the Create Procedure statement, the external name clause is vali-

dated, and the JAR, class, method, and parameters are validated.

Create Procedure Statement

SQL access to data is one of the most powerful features of JXSPs.

Data may be selected or inserted, and other Stored Procedures 

may be called. This section shows some examples.

In the XSEL example, a connection is made with the jdbc:default:

connection, which permits the JXSP to use the same session as the

caller for its queries. The data parameter is an INOUT so the IN

data is accessed from the zero element ([0]) and the return data 

is also placed in this element. The query string is made from the

SQL constant string and the parameter data. The query must be

formatted just like it would be used for BTEQ so quoted strings

must be set up when there is white space possible in the variable.

The executeQuery() function returns a result set, which is an

object that can ed each row of data returned by the query using

the next() function. In this case, a single row of data is returned,

and the data from the column are accessed using a “get” function

of the appropriate type and returned to the caller.

Example: xsel

public static void xsel(String[] data) throws SQLException 

{

String sql = "SELECT C FROM TAB1 WHERE ID = ";

try {

/* Establish default connection. */

Connection con = DriverManager.getConnection
( "jdbc:default:connection " );

/* Executing the command */

Statement stmt = con.createStatement();

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery( sql + data[0] );

rs.next();

data[0] = rs.getString("C");

stmt.close();

} catch (Exception e) {

throw new SQLException(e.getMessage(),"38U10");

}

} /* xsel */

CREATE PROCEDURE xsel

(  INOUT STR VARCHAR(120) character set unicode)

LANGUAGE JAVA READS SQL DATA

PARAMETER STYLE JAVA

EXTERNAL NAME ‘spsql:Example.xsel’;

Java Access to LOBs

Teradata supports several complex data types, such as CLOB

(Character Large Object) and BLOB (Binary Large Object) types.

The use of CLOB and BLOB is made easy in Java as they are

accessed as input or output streams, which is a very standard

concept in Java. The URL example shows the use of getting data

from a web URL and placing this data into a CLOB using an

InputStreamReader.

Example: URL Usage

public static void url(int ID, String url) throws
SQLException 

{

final int ClobSize = 1024*1000;

final char[] buffer = new char[ ClobSize ];

try {

/* Establish default connection. */

Connection con = DriverManager.getConnection
( "jdbc:default:connection" );

/* Prepare the command */

String sql = "insert into webtab ( ? , ? )";

PreparedStatement stmt = con.prepareStatement
( sql );

stmt.setInt( 1, ID );

Using SQL and Result Sets in Stored
Procedures
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/* Get the data */

URL urlcon = new URL( url );

InputStreamReader data = new InputStreamReader
(urlcon.openStream());

int length = data.read( buffer );

stmt.setCharacterStream(2, data, length );

/* Insert the data. */

stmt.execute();

stmt.close();

} catch (Exception e) {

e.printStackTrace();

throw new SQLException(e.getMessage(), "38U10");

}

} /* url */

External Data Access

Another useful ability is to read data from a file. The caution with

this feature on a massively parallel processing system is that the

access to the file must be available at the same location on each

node that has a parsing engine (PE) defined. This means for

Windows®, the directory might be mounted on the same drive

letter on each node or NFS mounted on the same mount point 

for Linux nodes.

To access a file, the permissions of the Secure Server must be set

up. First, a host account with a password must be defined on the

system. The cufconfig utility is then used to define the secure

servers. Finally, a Create Authorization statement links the data-

base and the OS account so that the executing JXSP can access 

the file.

The write example opens a file via a FileInputStream and uses the

setBinaryStream() function to associate the file with the BLOB

column. The execute() function causes the update to occur, which

then reads the file data into the BLOB.

Example: BLOB

public static void write(int row,String filename) throws
SQLException 

{

try {

/* Establish default connection. */

Connection con = DriverManager.getConnection
( "jdbc:default:connection " );

/* Executing the command */

String sql = "UPDATE webtab set b = ? where 
id="+row;

PreparedStatement stmt = con.prepareStatement
( sql );

File file = new File(filename);

FileInputStream data = new FileInputStream( file );

stmt.setBinaryStream(1, data, data.available() );

stmt.execute();

stmt.close();

} catch (Exception e) {

throw new SQLException(e.getMessage(),"38U10");

}

} /* write */ 

CREATE PROCEDURE write

(  IN ROWNUM INTEGER,

IN filename varchar(128)  )

LANGUAGE JAVA MODIFIES SQL DATA

PARAMETER STYLE JAVA

EXTERNAL NAME ‘spsql:Example.write’;

Using the SQL Language

SQL Stored Procedures are implemented by submitting an SPL

source language file including the CREATER PROCEDURE

statement. The BTEQ client supports a “.COMPILE FILE=”

function to submit these sorts of statements.
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Example: SQL Compile

File: c:\temp\myproc.spl

REPLACE PROCEDURE Simple(my_item varchar(30))

BEGIN

create table newtable(id integer, v varchar(30));

insert into newtable(1, :my_item);

END;

.COMPILE FILE=C:\temp\myproc.spl

In this example, SQL is readily available to create the table and

insert into it. The real limitation is that it is not dynamic, meaning

that the table name cannot be passed in to be created. There is a

way around this, but it adds complexity to something that is better

done using a traditional programming language.

Returning Result Sets

On the CREATE PROCEDURE statement, a new clause,

DYNAMIC RESULT SETS, has been added. From one to 15 result

sets can be returned from a stored procedure. The result sets are

actually returned in the form of a multi-statement response spool

to the client application. These are currently supported in SQL and

CXSP, but not JXSP.

SQL-Stored Procedure Result Sets

The following examples demonstrate using the WITH RETURN

ONLY clause to return result sets to the client from SQL-Stored

Procedures. In order for the SQL-Stored Procedure to create a

result set, it must add a DECLARE CURSOR statement in the

procedure. The SELECT part of the DECLARE CURSOR is what

defines the response set. In addition, the DECLARE CURSOR

statement must contain the clause WITH RETURN to signal it is 

a result set cursor.

Example: SQL Result Set

REPLACE PROCEDURE FindItem (my_store integer,
my_item varchar(30))

DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 1

BEGIN

DECLARE results1 CURSOR WITH RETURN ONLY FOR

SELECT store, item, onhand FROM inventory 

WHERE store=my_store and item=my_item ORDER BY 
store, item;

OPEN results1;

END;

The FINDITEM procedure is the simplest use of the cursor

definition with the OPEN of the cursor causing the select to be

performed and returned to the caller. The result set is created

when the cursor is opened with the OPEN statement. The OPEN

statement causes the SELECT in the DECLARE CURSOR state-

ment to be executed to produce the result set. In order for this set

to be returned to the caller, this cursor must not be closed when

the procedure exits. The result sets are returned in the order in

which they are opened.

Example: FindItem execution

call FindItem (31, ‘Ipod’);

*** Procedure has been executed.

***Warning:  3212: The stored procedure returned one 
or more result sets.

*** Procedure dynamic result set,  1 rows found.

Starting Row Number: 1

Database  Name: UT1

Procedure Name: FINDITEM

store item onhand

----------- ------------------------------ -----------

31 Ipod 10
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If multiple cursors are used, the order in which they are opened

specifies the order in which they are returned.

Example: prepare and allocate

REPLACE PROCEDURE FindItemStore (my_store integer)

DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 1

BEGIN

DECLARE statement1_str VARCHAR(500);

DECLARE result_set CURSOR WITH RETURN ONLY FOR 
stmt1;

SET statement1_str = ‘SELECT store, item, onhand 
FROM’

‘ inventory WHERE store = ? ORDER BY store, item;’;

PREPARE stmt1 FROM statement1_str;

OPEN result_set USING my_store;

DEALLOCATE PREPARE stmt1;

END;

The FindItemStore() procedure uses a dynamic statement with

parameter markers (?). The new Prepare statement passes the

statement to the parser for verification. This statement can get

syntax errors from the parser. The USING clause on the open

statement causes the parameter markers (?) to be substituted with

the data in the using row as specified. After the statement has

executed, a DEALLOCATE PREPARE releases the associated

resources.

C/C++ Result Sets

C/C++ External Stored Procedures are also extended to return

result sets to the client. This is done by setting a new

SP_return_result field. A CXSP may also call a SQL SP that returns

result sets and receives the data. Multiple result set returns are

possible. The result set cannot be both read by the CXSP and also

returned to the client. The DBCArea SP_return_result field is set

to a ‘1’ or ‘2’ to indicate the results are to be returned to the client

(1) or caller (2).

DBCArea->SP_return_result      = 2;

The Create Procedure statement has an additional DYNAMIC

RESULT SETS clause to indicate that the procedure returns a

result set to the client.

Example: C++ Result Set registration

REPLACE PROCEDURE Simple(INOUT Text VARCHAR(16000) )

LANGUAGE CPP 

MODIFIES SQL DATA

PARAMETER STYLE SQL 

DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 1

EXTERNAL NAME ‘SP!CLI’

‘!CI!Platform!example1\example1\Platform_linux.h’

‘!CI!SQLException!example1\example1\SQLException.h’

‘!CI!ResultSet!example1\example1\ResultSet.h’

‘!CI!Statement!example1\example1\Statement.h’

‘!CI!SQLConnection!example1\example1\SQLConnection.h’

‘!CI!Connection!example1\example1\Connection.h’

‘!CS!Simple!example1\example1\Simple.cpp’; 

BTEQ displays the procedure’s return parameter data and the

result set.

Example: C++ Execution

call Simple( ‘sel * from tab1;’);

*** Procedure has been executed.

*** Warning: 3212 The stored procedure returned one or
more result sets.

*** Total elapsed time was 1 second.

‘sel * from tab1;        ‘

--------------------------

Completed successfully.

id  s

-----------  ------------------------------

1  abc
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Multiple Result Sets

External Stored Procedures can consume Result Sets when the

creating cursor is WITH RETURN ONLY and may return Result

Sets to the client using the WITH RETURN TO CLIENT option.

The following Java example uses SQL Stored Procedures defined

with these options to consume and return result sets.

Example: java multiple result sets

public static void LoadTruck(String Item, String Date)
throws Exception {

/* Initialize */

int count=0;

int MinNeeded = 1;

Connection con = DriverManager.getConnection
( "jdbc:default:connection" );

/* Call SP and consume RS data */

CallableStatement data = con.prepareCall("call 
CheckOutOfStock( ? )");

data.setString( 1, Item );

ResultSet rs = data.executeQuery();

/* How many out of stock items and stores? */

while (rs.next()) count++;

if (count>MinNeeded) {

/* Call ret SP1 */

CallableStatement lading = con.prepareCall("call 
ReturnLading( ? )");

lading.setString( 1, Date );

lading.executeQuery();

/* Call ret SP3 */

CallableStatement route = con.prepareCall("call 
ReturnRoute( ? )");

route.setString( 1, Date );

route.executeQuery();

}

}

*** ResultSet# 1 : 3 rows returned by 
"UT1.RETURNLADING".

item                            (20-Sum(onhand))

------------------------------  ----------------

Black Ipod                                     7

Green Ipod                                    10

White Ipod                                    10

*** ResultSet# 2 : 2 rows returned by "UT1.RETURN-
ROUTE".

name

------------------------------

El Segundo

San Diego

The first Result Set uses the SQL SP CheckOutOfStock to get a

consumable result set. It examines the values returned, and then

conditionally initiates returning two result sets to the calling client

using ReturnLading and ReturnRoute SQL SP.

Stored Procedures Can Improve the
Database

A recent article touted that databases should be designed to handle

the changes of the future. Stored Procedures are an important

part of that process. Stored procedures provide a layer between the

various client applications and the actual SQL and data. They 

can, with the right logic, perform a series of queries that is more

efficient than a single query. With defined arguments and results,

they can hide the specifics of the algorithm from the outside world

that provides the ability to change them as the future changes the

way things are done, but does not change the client.

Embedding Business Logic

Stored procedures can bring together data from multiple queries

and make a choice based on the results, returning a possibly

complex answer with multiple rows.

Moving Applications into the Database

With minor changes, existing CLI and JDBC applications that

currently run on clients can now be moved into the database.

http://www.teradata.com
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This enables a centralized place for very complex business logic 

to reside and reduces the effort and error of rolling out changes 

to multiple clients.

Stored procedures provide a known interface to the data. When

code that accesses the database is compiled into a different layer,

performance enhancements cannot be made without a functional

programmer’s involvement. Stored procedures enable the database

professional to change characteristics of the database code without

additional personnel, making small changes, or large upgrades (for

example changes to SQL syntax) easier to do.

Loading Data

Small amounts of specialized client data can be loaded from non-

standard sources with simple, custom Java stored procedures using

its rich object language extensions. As an example, real-time data

can be acquired from across the web and maintained in table rows

asynchronously using Java External Stored Procedures.

XML

XML is clearly becoming a standard, and Stored Procedures and

their ability to access complex routines will become a cornerstone

of converting data into and out of the database in this format.

The rich language of Java is rapidly expanding to provide various

useful XML objects to make providing an XML solution simpler.

Performance

External Stored Procedures with SQL access execute directly on 

the Teradata system and have the most optimized interface to the

database. This provides the best performance possible among the

data, SQL queries, and the user’s decision-making algorithms.

Only the answer must then be returned to the client.

Summary

External Stored Procedures are powerful tools for creating exten-

sions to Teradata 12.0 when a single query cannot satisfy all of

your needs. XSPs can be written to leverage Teradata’s ability to

store mass quantities of data and allow you take full advantage of

new, non-standard data type support. Businesses can write XSPs 

to maximize the return on their Teradata investment by allowing

them to better utilize the data that are already stored in their data

warehouse.

Java External Stored Procedures provide a rich and easy-to-use

language to write a JXSP. C/C++ CLI client applications can now be

moved into the database itself for the best possible performance.

Make the most of your data warehouse. Create External Stored

Procedures to add power, flexibility, and performance to your

database.
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